February has been an exciting month for the MILL! Between developing new promotional items and rolling out our Spring 2018 workshop series, the MILL has seen a variety of projects. The first workshop of the month encouraged students to get creative by making zines—self published mini magazines. Zine topics included Shapes, Oh the Places I've Lived, The Art of Relaxation, and more. Our Valentine's Day workshop, Creating Valentine's Cards with Silhouette, drew in over 70 visitors in one day!

The sharp increase in visitors and workshop participants is a good reminder to register for workshops early on.

For daily updates and workshop information, follow @uidahomill on Facebook and Instagram.

**MARCH WORKSHOPS**

- 3/1: Glass Etching
- 3/7: Introduction to Audacity
- 3/21: Building Websites with Weebly
- 3/29: Introduction to Linux

Register at: https://www.lib.uidaho.edu/services/workshops/

**IN THE SPOTLIGHT**

This month one of our student staff members, Julio Gonzalez, undertook the task of designing a new promotional item for the MILL to stand alongside our Vandal helmet key chains. Inspired by a sketch done by our own Kevin Dobbins, Julio brought a 2D image to another dimension—the third dimension. These bookmarks are a perfect way to add Vandal flair to any of your literature. Stop by the MILL to pick one up!
FEBRUARY WORKSHOPS AND PROJECTS

Zines workshop

“I make stickers about what I love.”
- Student

3D printed Togepi

Student-made card from the Valentine’s Day workshop

3D printed board game pieces